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Let A be a prime ring with involution ), let S be the symmetric elements, let K
be the skew elements, let Q be the maximal left ring of quotients, x , . . . , xm l 1 m
noncommuting variables, and E , F , G , H : Amy 1 ª Q , i, j, k, l s 1, 2, . . . , m.i j k l m l
We study functional identities of the form m Ei x q m x F j q m Gk xU qis1 i i js1 j j ks1 k k
m U l  i  . x H s 0 for all x , . . . , x g A where E means E x , . . . , x , . . . , x ,Ãls1 l l 1 m i i 1 i m
.etc. . In case S j K is not algebraic of bounded degree F 2m definitive results
are obtained. As an application k-commuting traces of symmetric n-additive maps
of either S or K into Q are characterized. Q 1998 Academic Pressm l
1. INTRODUCTION
The reader is referred to the book of Beidar, Martindale, and Mikhalev
w x5 for the basic terminology and the results of the theory of rings with
 .generalized polynomial identities i.e., GPI rings .
 4In what follows N is the set of all nonnegative integers, N* s N R 0 .
w x w xLet A be a ring. Given k g N*, x, y g A, we set x, y s x, x, y s0 1
w x w x ww x xx, y s xy y yx, x, y s x, y , y . Let R be a subset of A. A map f :k ky1
 . w  . xR ª A is said to be k-commuting k-centralizing on R if f x , x s 0k
 w  . x  . .respectively, f x , x g Z A , the center of A for all x g R.k
The study of centralizing maps was initiated in 1957 by a well-known
w xresult of Posner 23 which states that the existence of a nonzero commut-
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ing derivation in a prime ring implies commutativity of the ring. Since then
the result was generalized in different directions. It was shown that
derivations, automorphisms and some other related maps cannot be com-
muting or centralizing on some subsets such as onesided and Lie ideals,
.  .  w x w xsymmetric and skew elements of semi prime rings see 7, 8 and 17 for
.further references and results . The description of all centralizing maps of
w xa prime ring of characteristic not 2 was obtained in 8 and the analogous
w x  w xresult for semiprime rings was given in 1 see 2, 6, 9, 11, 12, 20, 18 for
. w xfurther results and references . In 9 commuting traces of biadditive maps
in prime rings satisfying some additional conditions were characterized and
the obtained characterization was the main tool in the determination of
Lie isomorphisms of prime rings without the requirement of orthogonal
 w x . w xidempotents see 22 for earlier results . In 1995 Bresar 11 initiated theÏ
 .study of functional identities FI of degree 2 on prime rings. Simultane-
w x  .ously he 10 investigated generalized functional identities GFI of degree
w x2 on prime rings. Recently Chebotar 14 described GFIs of an arbitrary
degree on prime rings. Subsequently FIs of an arbitrary degree on prime
w xrings were investigated in 3 . We remark that many of the aforementioned
results on k-commuting maps and commuting traces of m-additive maps
on prime rings or Lie ideals of prime rings follow from more general
w xresults obtained in 3 .
The study of commuting and centralizing additive maps in prime rings
w x w xwith involution was initiated in 13 . In 4 the description of commuting
traces of trilinear maps of skew elements of prime rings with involution
satisfying some additional conditions was applied to the determination of
 w xLie isomorphisms of prime rings with involution see 22 for earlier
. w xresults . Recently Chebotar 15 investigated GFIs with single antiautomor-
phism on prime rings. In the present article we study FIs of an arbitrary
degree on prime rings with involution. Our results simultaneously general-
w x w xize those of 13, 4 and 3 .
We should make a qualifying remark about this article. All of the results
are obtained under the assumption that there is a positive integer d
 .approximately equal to twice the number of variables involved for which
the ring is not algebraic of bounded degree - d over the extended
.centroid . Thus in particular the various results serve to reduce problems
to rings satisfying a polynomial identity of low degree.
2. FUNCTIONAL IDENTITIES IN PRIME RINGS
 .Throughout this section A will be a semi prime ring with maximal left
ring of quotients Q and with extended centroid C.ml
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 . w xThe main result of this section Theorem 2.8 was proved in 3 in the
 .case of m y 1 -additive mappings. Here we remove this restriction. For
the sake of completeness, as well for uniformity of notation, we choose to
w x reprove those particular results of 3 Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, Corollaries
.2.6 and 2.7 which are germane to the present article. We now state some
results which will be frequently used in the sequel. The first one is due to
w xErickson, Martindale, and Osborn 16, Theorem 3.1 and the second one is
w xdue to Martindale 21, Theorem 2 .
w x.THEOREM 2.1 5, Theorem 2.3.3 . Let A be a semiprime ring, n g N*,
q g A, i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose that q f n Cq . Then there exist a , b gi 1 is2 i i i
A such that
m m
a q b / 0 and a q b s 0 for j G 2. i 1 i i j i
is1 is1
w x.THEOREM 2.2 5, Proposition 6.1.13 . Let A be a prime ring, n g N*
and a , b g Q , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose that b , b , . . . , b are linearlyi i ml 1 2 n
independent o¨er C and n a xb s 0 for all x g A. Then a s 0 for allis1 i i i
i s 1, 2, . . . , n.
We now set some further notation in place. Let A be a prime ring, let
 4m g N*, let a, b g N, let I and J be subsets of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E , F :iu j¨
Amy 1 ª Q , i g I, j g J, 0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b, let t be a fixed elementml
` i  .of A, and let V s  Ct . By deg t we shall mean the degree of t overis0
 .  .C if t is algebraic over C or ` if t is not algebraic over C . Let S : A
be a subset. We set
deg S s max deg t t g S . 4 .  .
Given a map H: Amy 1 ª Q , 1 F i - j F m and x , x , . . . , x g A,ml 1 2 mq1
we set
H i x , . . . , x s H x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , .  .1 m 1 iy1 iq1 m
H i j x , . . . , x s H ji x , . . . , x .  .1 mq1 1 mq1
s H x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x . .1 iy1 iq1 jy1 jq1 mq1
When there is no confusion, we shall write
H i for H i x , . . . , x , .1 m
H i j for H i j x , . . . , x , .1 mq1
H i x t for H i x , . . . , x , x t , x , . . . , x .  .k 1 ky1 k kq1 m
where 1 F k F m and k / i .
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We are interested in the situation where A satisfies a functional identity
of the form,
a b
i u ¨ jE x t q t x F s 0, 1 .   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
 .for all x , x , . . . , x . An important special case of 1 occurs when1 2 m
a s b s 0,
Ei x q x F j s 0. 2 . i i j j
igI jgJ
 .Here E s E and F s F . An analysis of 2 appears to require ani i0 j j0
 .analysis of the more complicated 1 .
 .An obvious solution of 1 immediately presents itself. Namely, consider
the mappings,
p : Amy 2 ª Q, i g I , j g J , i / j, 0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b ,iu j¨
l : Amy 1 ª C , k g I j J , 0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b , 3 .k u¨
l s 0 if k f I l J .k u¨
Then one can readily check that
b b




j i j u j uF s y p x t y l t ,  j¨ iu j¨ i ju¨
igI us0 us0
i/j
i g I , j g J , 0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b 4 .
 .  .  .is a solution of 1 . We shall refer to 4 as a standard solution of 1 .
The goal of this section is to show that if there is a suitable lower bound
 .  .  .for deg t then 1 has only the unique standard solution 4 .
 .The proof of the main result of this section Theorem 2.8 ultimately
rests on two special cases, one of which requires the following lemma
w xwhich is a particular case of 3, Lemma 2.15 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a semiprime ring and let f : A ª Q be anml
additi¨ e map. Suppose that there exists an element 0 / d g A such that
 .  .f ydx s dyf x for all x, y g A. Then there exists a unique q g Q suchml
 .that f x s dxq for all x g A.
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 . < <THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that deg t ) a q I and
a
i uE x t g V , 5 .  iu i
igI us0
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Then each E s 0.1 2 m iu
< < < <  4Proof. By induction on I . For I s 1, say I s 1 , we have
a
1 uE x t g V . 6 . 1u 1
us0
 .Commuting 6 with t results in
a
1 aq1 1 1 u 1E x t q E y tE x t y tE x s 0. .1a 1 1, uy1 1u 1 10 1
us1
Because 1, t, . . . , t aq1 are independent, we conclude that E s 0, E1a 1, uy1
 .y tE s 0, u s 1, 2, . . . , a, whence each E s 0 see Theorem 2.2 .1u 1u
< <In the inductive case I ) 1, say 1, 2 g I, and setting
a




i i uH x t y Ht s E x t x q E x t y E x t .  .  .  1 i0 1 i iu 1 i , uy1 i
igI igI us1
i/1 i/1
y Ei x t aq1 g V . 7 . i a i
igI
i/1
 .  .By induction from 7 we have E s 0, E x t y E s 0 for all i / 1,i a iu 1 i, uy1
u s 0, 1, . . . , a, whence each E s 0 for i / 1. Repetition of the preced-iu
  . .ing process, but with respect to x i.e., we compute H x t y Ht , enables2 2
us to obtain E s 0 for all u s 0, 1, . . . , a.1u
The same proof but without commuting with t yields the following.
 . < <THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that deg t ) a q I y 1 and
a
i uE x t s 0,  iu i
igI us0
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Then each E s 0.1 2 m iu
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let c g N and m : Am ª C, 0 F w F c, be mappingsw
such that
a b c
i u ¨ j wE x t q t x F s m t , 8 .    iu i j j¨ w
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 ws0
 .  < < < <4for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that deg t ) max a q I , c q J . Then1 2 m
each m s 0.w
Proof. Set
a b
i u ¨ jH s E x t q t x F .   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
< < < <We proceed by induction on J . If J s 0, then Theorem 2.4 implies that
c w  .each E s 0. Therefore  m t s 0. However, as deg t ) c, weiu ws0 w
obtain that each m s 0.w
< <  .Now let J G 1, say 1 g J. Computing H tx y tH, we get1
a bq1
i u ¨ jG x t q t x H   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
j/1
c
w cq1s m tx q m tx y m t y m t , 4 .  .0 1 w 1 wy1 c
ws1
<  4 < < <for appropriate G s and H s. Because c q 1 q J R 1 s c q J , theiu j¨
degree condition on t again holds. By the induction assumption we have
 .ym s 0 and m tx y m s 0, w s 1, 2, . . . , c. Thus each m s 0. Thec w 1 wy1 w
proof is completed.
 .  < < < <4COROLLARY 2.7. If deg t ) max a q I , b q J y 1 any standard so-
 .lution of 1 is unique.
Proof. Suppose that
a a a a
j i j u j u i j u j uF s y p x t y l t s y q x t y m t .     j¨ iu j¨ i ju¨ iu j¨ i ju¨
igI us0 us0 igI us0 us0
i/j i/j
There are two cases to consider. First suppose that j f I. Then l s 0 sju¨
m for all u and ¨ and soju¨
a
i j i j up y q x t s 0,  iu j¨ iu j¨ i
igI us0
i/j
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whence p s q by Theorem 2.5. Next assume that j g I. Theniu j¨ iu j¨
a
i j i j up y q x t g V .  iu j¨ iu j¨ i
igI us0
i/j
 . < < <  4 <Because deg t ) a q I y 1 s a q I R j , p s q by Theorem 2.4.iu j¨ iu j¨
a j u a j u  .Then  l t s  m t , whence l s m because deg t ) aus0 ju¨ us0 ju¨ ju¨ ju¨
< <q I y 1 G a.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
 4THEOREM 2.8. Let m g N*, a, b g N, I, J : 1, 2, . . . , m , t g A such
 .  < < < <4 my 1that deg t ) max a q I , b q J y 1, E , F : A ª Q , i g I, j g J,iu j¨ ml
0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b such that
a b
i u ¨ jE x t q t x F s 0, 9 .   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Then there exist unique maps p : Amy 2 ª Q1 2 m iu j¨ ml
and l : Amy 1 ª C such thatk u¨
b b





j i j u j uF s y p x t q l t ,  j¨ iu j¨ i ju¨
igI us0 us0
i/j
 .here l s 0 if k f I l J. If all the E s and F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e,k u¨ iu j¨
 .  .then all the p s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e.iu j¨ k u¨
 .It is understood that all the p s are equal to 0 if m s 1 .iu j¨
 .Proof. Suppose that all the E s are given according to 10 . Then theiu
 .F s are given according to 10 as well. Indeed, substituting the expres-j¨
 .sions for the E s in 9 , we obtain thatiu
b a a
¨ j i j u j ut x F q p x t q l t s 0.    j j¨ iu j¨ i ju¨
jgJ ¨s0 igI us0 us0
i/j
The statement now follows from Theorem 2.5. Analogously, if all the F sj¨
 .  .are given according to 10 , then all the E s are given according to 10 asiu
well.
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< < < <We remark that if either I s 0 or J s 0 the theorem follows from
Theorem 2.5.
< < < <We proceed by induction on I q J . In view of the preceding remark
< < < <the first case to consider is when I s 1 s J . There are essentially just
two subcases to consider.
 4 a 1 u b ¨ 1Subcase 1. I s 1 s J. We have  E x t q  t x F s 0us0 1u 1 ¨s0 1 1¨
w xand, fixing x , x , . . . , x , we then have by 5, Remark 6.1.1 that2 3 m
a b
u ¨E m t q t m F s 0, 1u 1¨
us0 ¨s0
 a4  b4noting that 1, t, . . . , t and 1, t, . . . , t are both independent sets. From
tensor product consideration we conclude that
b
¨E x , . . . , x s l x , . . . , x t , .  .1u 2 m 1u¨ 2 m
¨s0
 .for some l x , . . . , x g C, 0 F u F a, 0 F ¨ F b. From the indepen-1u¨ 2 m
dence of the t¨ s we conclude that l : Amy 1 ª C are well-defined maps.1u¨
 . ¨If the E s are m y 1 -additive, then the independence of the t s implies1u
 .that the l s are m y 1 -additive too. We see that the E s are given1u¨ 1u
 .  .according to 10 . This forces the F s to be given according to 10 .1¨
 4  4Subcase 2. I s 2 and J s 1 . We have
a b
2 u ¨ 1D s E x t q t x F s 0. 11 . 2 u 2 1 1¨
us0 ¨s0
First we note that the E s are additive in x . Indeed,2 u 1
D xX q xY y D xX y D xY .  .  .1 1 1 1
a
X Y X Y2 2 2 us E x q x y E x y E x x t s 0. .  .  . 2 u 1 1 2 u 1 2 u 1 2
us0
 a4Because 1, t, . . . , t are independent, by Theorem 2.2 we have
E2 xX q xY s E2 xX q E2 xY , .  .  .2 u 1 1 2 u 1 2 u 1
for all xX , xY g A, 0 F u F a, which proves our statement. Next, fix any ¨1 1
with 0 F ¨ F b. By Theorem 2.1 there exists c , d g A, g s 1, 2, . . . , n,g g
such that, for w s 0, 1, . . . , b,
n
c / 0 if w s ¨ ,wc t d s g g  0 if w / ¨ .
gs1
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We have
n a
2 uc D d x s H x t q cx F s 0, 12 . . g g 1 2 u 2 1 1¨
gs1 us0
 . n  .where H x , x , . . . , x s  c E d x , x , . . . , x , and so H s2 u 1 3 m gs1 g 2 u g 1 3 m 2 u
 .are additive in x . Replacing x by ycx in 12 gives1 1 1
a
u 1H ycx , x , . . . , x x t q cycx F s 0, 13 .  . 2 u 1 3 m 2 1 1¨
us0
 .whereas multiplying 12 on the left by cy yields
a
u 1cyH x , x , . . . , x x t q cycx F s 0. 14 .  . 2 u 1 3 m 2 1 1¨
us0
 .  .Subtraction of 13 from 14 results in, for 0 F u F a,
H ycx , x , . . . , x s cyH x , x , . . . , x , .  .2 u 1 3 m 2 u 1 3 m
for all y, x , x , . . . , x g A. According to Lemma 2.3 there exists a unique1 3 m
 .element p x , . . . , x g Q such thatu 3 m ml
H x , x , . . . , x s cx p x , . . . , x , 0 F u F a. 15 .  .  .2 u 1 3 m 1 u 2 m
my 2  .Clearly p : A ª Q is well defined. Further, if the E s are m y 1 -u ml 2 u
 .additive, then the H s are m y 1 -additive too. In this case clearly p is2 u u
 .  .  .m y 2 -additive. Going back to 12 we now have, using 15 ,
a




ucx p x , . . . , x x t q F x , . . . , x s 0, .  .1 u 3 m 2 1¨ 2 m /
us0
for all x g R. Because c / 0 and R is a prime ring, we conclude that1
a
uF s y p x , . . . , x x t for all 0 F ¨ F b. 16 .  .1¨ u 3 m 2
us0
 .  .Substituting 16 in 11 , we see by Theorem 2.5 that
b
¨E s t x p x , . . . , x , .2 u 1 u 3 m
¨s0
and the proof of Subcase 2 is complete.
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< < < <We may now assume I q J ) 2 and we make the inductive step. We
< <may assume J G 2 and that 1, 2 g J. Set
a b
i u ¨ jD s E x t q t x F .   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
 .Computing D tx y tD results in1
a b
i u j ¨ j jG x t q x F tx q t x F tx y F .  .    iu i j j0 1 j j¨ 1 j , ¨y1
igI us0 jgJ jgJ ¨s1
j/1 j/1
y t bq1 x F j s 0, 17 . j jb
jgJ
j/1
 . <  4 < < <for appropriate G s. In 17 note that b q 1 q J R 1 s b q J and soiu
the degree condition on t again holds. By induction we have
a a




j j i j u j uF tx y F s y q x t y m t , .   j¨ 1 j , ¨y1 iu j¨ i ju¨
igI us0 us0
i/j
j / 1, ¨ s 1, 2, . . . , b. 18 .
 .From 18 , beginning with F and proceeding recursively, we see thatjb
a
j i j u j uF s y p x t y l t , j / 1 j¨ iu j¨ i ju¨
igI us0
i/j
 .for appropriate p and l . Computing D tx y tD, we obtainiu j¨ ju¨ 2
a
1 i1 u 1 uF s y p x t y l t , 1¨ iu1¨ i 1u¨
igI us0
i/1
and so all the F s are in the standard form. However, as we saw beforej¨
 .this forces the E s to be given according to 10 and the proof is complete.iu
 .Therefore as an important special case of Theorem 2.8 when a s b s 0
we have
 4 my 1COROLLARY 2.9. Let m g N*, I, J : 1, 2, . . . , m , E , F : A ª Q ,i j m l
i g I, j g J such that
Ei x , . . . , x x q x F j x , . . . , x s 0, .  . i 1 m i j j 1 m
igI jgJ
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 .  < < < <4for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that deg A ) max I , J y 1. Then1 2 m
there exist unique maps p : Amy 2 ª Q and l : Amy 1 ª C such thati j ml k
Ei s x pi j q li ,i j i j i
jgJ
j/i
j i j jF s y p x q l ,j i j i j
igI
i/j
 .where l s 0 if k f I l J. If all the E s and F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, thenk i j
 .  . all the p s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e. It isi j k
.understood that all the p s are equal to 0 if m s 1 .i j
 .  < < < <COROLLARY 2.10. Let c g N. Suppose deg t ) max a q I , b q J y 1,
< <4c q J and
a b c
i u ¨ j wE x t q t x F g Ct . 19 .    iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 ws0
 .  .Then 19 has only the standard solution 4 where the p s and l s arei j k
 .uniquely determined. Further, if the E s and the F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e,iu j¨
 .  .then the p s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e.iu j¨ k u¨
 .  < < < <4Proof. Since deg t ) max a q I , c q J ,
a b
i u ¨ jE x t q t x F s 0,   iu i j j¨
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0
 .  < < < <4by Corollary 2.6. Because deg t ) max a q I , b q J y 1, the result
follows from Theorem 2.8.
However, as an important special case of Corollary 2.10 when a s b s
.c s 0 we have
 4 my 1COROLLARY 2.11. Let m g N*, I, J : 1, 2, . . . , m , E , F : A ªi j
Q , i g I, j g J such thatml
Ei x , . . . , x x q x F j x , . . . , x g C , .  . i 1 m i j j 1 m
igI jgJ
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 .  < < < <4for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that deg A ) max I , J . Then there1 2 m
exist unique maps p : Amy 2 ª Q and l : Amy 1 ª C such thati j ml k
Ei s x pi j q li ,i j i j i
jgJ
j/i
j i j jF s y p x q l ,j i j i j
igI
i/j
 .where l s 0 if k f I l J. If all the E s and F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, thenk i j
 .  . all the p s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e. It isi j k
.understood that all the p s are equal to 0 if m s 1 .i j
3. FUNCTIONAL IDENTITIES IN PRIME RINGS
WITH INVOLUTION
In what follows A is a prime ring with involution ), with maximal left
ring of quotients Q and with extended centroid c. We setml
< 4K A s a g A a* s ya , .
< 4S A s a g A a* s a . .
 .  .  4Further, t g K A j S A and e g 1, y1 will be fixed elements such
that t* s e t.
Our goal in this section is to establish the main result of this article:
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m ) 0, letml
 4 my 1I, J, K, L be subsets of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E , F , G , H : A ª Q , i g I,i j k l ml
  .  ..  < < < <j g J, k g K, l g L. Suppose that deg S A j K A ) max I q K y 1,
< < < <4J q L and A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x q x F j q Gk xU q xUH l s 0, 20 .   i i j j k k l l
igI jgJ kgK lgL
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for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Then there exist unique p , q , r , s : Amy 2 ª1 2 m i j i l k j k l
Q and l , m : Amy 1 ª C such thatml i k
Ei s x pi j q xUqil q li , i j i j l i l i
jgJ lgL
l/ij/i
F j s y pi j x y r k j xU y l j, j i j i k j k j
igI kgK
i/j k/j




H l s y qil x y sk l xU y mk . l i l i k l k k
igI kgK
i/l k/l
 .If all the E s, F s, G s, and H s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all the p s, q s,i j k l i j i l
 .  .r s, s s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s, m s are m y 1 -additi¨ e.k j k l i k
w i  . i jHere it is understood that E means E x , . . . , x , . . . , x , etc., p meansÃi i 1 i m i j
 . i  .p x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x , etc., l means l x , . . . , x , . . . , x , etc.,Ã Ã Ãi j 1 i j m i i 1 i m
xl s 0 for i f I l J, and m s 0 for k f K l L.i k
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will ultimately rest on the analysis of a
situation which is in one sense more special than that of Theorem 3.1 the
. H terms are missing but in another sense more general powers of tl
.appear . Therefore we will be for now interested in the situation where A
is a prime ring with involution which using terminology analogous to that
.presented at the beginning of Section 2 satisfies a functional identity of
the form,
a b c
Ui u ¨ j k wE x t q t x F q G x t g V . 22 .     iu i j j¨ k w k
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
 .We begin with a special case of 22 which is analogous to Theorem 2.4:
 .  < < < < < <4THEOREM 3.2. Suppose deg t ) max a q I q K , c q K and A sat-
isfies
a c
Ui u k wE x t q G x t g V . 23 .   iu i k w k
igI us0 kgK ws0
Then E s 0 s G for all i, k, u, w.iu k w
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< < < <Proof. We proceed by induction on K . The case K s 0 is done by
Theorem 2.4. We may now assume that 1 g K. Setting
a c
Ui u k wD s E x t q G x t ,   iu i k w k
igI us0 kgK ws0
 .we apply the familiar process of computing D tx y eDt to obtain1
a








U Uk k k wq G tx x q G tx y e G x t .  .  k 0 1 k k w 1 k , wy1 k
kgK kgK ws1
k/1 k/1
y e Gk xU t cq1 g V , k c k
kgK
k/1
 .here it is understood that the E s are equal to 0 if 1 f I . Because1u
< < <  4 < < < < < <  4 < < <a q 1 q I q K R 1 s a q I q K and c q 1 q K R 1 s c q K ,
the degree condition on t holds again and so by induction we may
conclude that
E s 0, E t y eE s 0, 1 F u F a,1a 1u 1, uy1
24 .
E s 0, E tx y eE s 0, 1 F u F a, i / 1. .i a iu 1 i , uy1
 .  .From 24 one sees that each E s 0. Then Theorem 2.4 applied to 23iu
shows that each G s 0 and we are done.k w
Analogously, making use of Theorem 2.5, one can prove the following:
 .  < < < < < <4THEOREM 3.3. Suppose deg t ) max a q I q K , c q K y 1 and A
satisfies
a c
Ui u k wE x t q G x t s 0. 25 .   iu i k w k
igI us0 kgK ws0
Then E s 0 s G for all i, k, u, w.iu k w
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let a, b, c, d, e g N and let l : Am ª C,w
E , F , G , H : Amy 1 ª Q be mappings suchia j b kg ld ml
a b c d
U Ui a b j k g d lE x t q t x F q G x t q t x H       ia i j j b kg k l ld
igI as0 jgJ bs0 kgK gs0 lgL ds0
e
ws l t , w
ws0
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that1 2 m
< < < < < < < < < < 4deg t ) max a q I q K q 1, c q K q 1, e q J q L . .
Then each l s 0.w
Proof. Setting each E s 0 s G , i g I, k g K, we writei, aq1 k , cq1
aq1 b cq1 d
U Ui a b j k g d lE x t q t x F q G x t q t x H       ia i j j b kg k l ld
igI as0 jgJ bs0 kgK gs0 lgL ds0
e
ws l t , w
ws0
and we note that in particular E s 0 if i g I l L and G s 0 ifi, aq1 k , cq1
k g K l J. Let
aq1 b cq1
Ui a b j k gD s E x t q t x F q G x t     ia i j j b kg k
igI as0 jgJ bs0 kgK gs0
d
Ud lq t x H .  l ld
lgL ds0
< < < <We proceed by induction on J q L . It is enough to show that l s 0.e
< < < <  .  < < < <Suppose that J q L s 0. Then deg t ) max a q I q K q 1, c q
< < 4K q 1 and so each E s 0 and each G s 0 by Theorem 3.2.ia kg
e w  .Hence  l t s 0. Because deg t ) e, we conclude that each l s 0.ws0 w w
< < < < < <We may now assume that J q L ) 0. Suppose that J / 0, say 1 g J.
 .Computing D tx y tD, we get1
aq1 bq1 cq1 dq1
U Ui a b j k g d lÃ Ã Ã ÃE x t q t x F q G x t q t x H       ia i j j b kg k l ld
igI as0 jgJ bs0 kgK gs0 lgL ds0
j/1
eq1
wÃs l t , w
ws0
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Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãfor appropriate E , F , G , H , l . One can easily check that l sia j b kg ld w eq1
Ã Ã   4.yl , E s 0 if i g I l L, and G s 0 if k g K l J R 1 . Clearlye i, aq1 k , cq1
<  4 < < < < < < <e q 1 q J R 1 q L s e q J q L and hence the degree condition on
t again holds. Applying the induction assumption, we obtain that l se
Ãyl s 0.eq1
 .Now let 1 g L. Computing D x t y e tD, we get1
aq1 bq1 cq1 dq1
U Ui a b j k g d lÃ Ã Ã ÃE x t q t x F q G x t q t x H       ia i j j b kg k l ld
igI as0 jgJ bs0 kgK gs0 lgL ds0
l/1
eq1
wÃs l t , w
ws0
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãfor appropriate E , F , G , H , l . It is easy to see that l s yl ,ia j b kg ld w eq1 e
Ã Ã  4.E s 0 if i g I l L R 1 , and G s 0 if k g K l J. Becausei, aq1 k , cq1
< < <  4 < < < < <e q 1 q J q L R 1 s e q J q L , the degree condition on t again
Ãholds. It follows from the induction assumption that l s yl s 0. Thee eq1
proof is complete.
 .The next special case of 22 which we shall look at is
 .  < < < <4THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that deg t ) max b q J q 1, c q K y 1
and A satisfies
b c
U¨ j k wt x F q G x t s 0. 26 .   j j¨ k w k
jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
Then there exist unique maps r : Amy 2 ª Q , k g K, j g J, k / j,k w j¨ ml
0 F ¨ F b, 0 F w F c such that
c




k ¨ k jG s t x r . k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
 .Further, if all the F s and G s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all the r s arej¨ k w k w j¨
 .m y 2 -additi¨ e.
Proof. We first remark that it suffices to ``solve'' any functional identity
of the form,
bq1 c
U¨ j k wt x F q G x t s 0, 28 .   j j¨ k w k
jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
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 . subject to the conditions F s 0 if j g J l K and deg t ) max b qj, bq1
< < < <4  .  .1 q J , c q K y 1. Indeed, one simply extends 27 to 28 by defin-
 .ing F s 0 for all j g J. Then, solving 28 , one has in particular,j, bq1
c
Uj w0 s F s y r x t , j g J , j , bq1 k w j , bq1 k
kgK ws0
k/j
whence each r s 0 by Theorem 2.5. Thus,k w j, bq1
b
k ¨ k jG s t x r , k g K , w s 0, 1, . . . , c, k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
 .and in essence 27 is solved.
 . < < < <We now proceed to solve 28 by induction on K . If K s 0, the result
follows from Theorem 2.5. We may now assume that 1 g K. Setting
bq1 c
U¨ j k wD s t x F q G x t ,   j j¨ k w k
jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
 .we compute D tx y eDt and we obtain1
b
bq1 1 ¨ 1 1 1t x F q t x F y eF t y x eF t1 1b 1 1, ¨y1 1¨ 1 10
¨s1
bq1




U Uk k w k cq1q G tx y e G x t y e G x t .  k w 1 k , wy1 k k c k
kgK ws0 kgK
k/1 k/1
s 0 29 .
 .noting that each F s 0 if 1 f J. Therefore we may rewrite 29 as1, ¨
follows,
bq1 cq1
U¨ j k wÃ Ãt x F q G x t s 0,   j j¨ k w k
jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
k/1
Ã Ã Ã   4.for appropriate F and G , where F s 0 if j g J l K R 1 . Be-j¨ k w j, bq1
<  4 < < <cause c q 1 q K R 1 s c q K , the degree condition on t again holds
 .and so we may apply induction to 29 .
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< <   4.  .In case K s 1 say, K s 1 we may apply Theorem 2.5 to 29 to
 .obtain in particular F s 0, 0 F ¨ F b. Then 28 implies1¨
bq1 c
U¨ j 1 wt x F q G x t s 0. 30 .  j j¨ 1w 1
jgJ ¨s0 ws0
j/1
U  .Replacing x by x in 30 , we may apply Theorem 2.8 to complete the1 1
proof in this case.
< <  .We may now assume K ) 1 with, say, 1, 2 g K. By induction on 29
we see in particular,
bq1





k ¨ k jG s t x r ,Ã k c j k , cq1, j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
my 2  .where r : A ª Q . If the F s and the G s are m y 1 -additive,Ãk w j¨ ml j¨ k w
 .then the r s are m y 2 -additive by the induction assumption. SolvingÃk w j¨
 .the recursive formulas 31 and rearranging terms, we have
bq1
k ¨ k jG s t x r , k g K , k / 1, 0 F w F c. k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
Repetition of the preceding process with respect to x i.e., computing2
 . .D tx y eDt, etc. enables us to solve for G and so we have2 1w
bq1
k ¨ k jG s t x r , k g K , 0 F w F c. 32 . k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
 .  .We now substitute 32 in 28 to obtain
bq1 c
U¨ j k j wt x F q r x t s 0.   j j¨ k w j¨ k
jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
k/j
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By Theorem 2.5 we have
c
Uj k j wF s y r x t , j g J , ¨ s 0, 1, . . . , b q 1, j¨ k w j¨ k
kgK ws0
k/j
 .which forces as we know in view of Theorem 2.5 the G s to have thek w
required form. The proof is now complete.
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose
< < < < < < < < 4deg t ) max a q I , b q J q 1, c q K q I y 1, .
and A satisfies
a b c
Ui u ¨ j k wE x t q t x F q G x t s 0, 33 .     iu i j j¨ k w k
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
where F , F , G : Amy 1 ª Q . Then there exist unique maps p , r :iu j¨ k w ml iu j¨ k w j¨
Amy 2 ª Q and l : Amy 1 ª C, l g I j J, l s 0 if l f I l J, suchml lu¨ lu¨
that
b b




Uj i j u k j w j uF s y p x t y r x t y l t ,    j¨ iu j¨ i k w j¨ k ju¨




k ¨ k jG s t x r . k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
 .If all the E s, F s, and G s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all the p s, r siu j¨ k w iu j¨ k w j¨
 .  .are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e.lu¨
< < < <Proof. By induction on I , if I s 0, the result follows from Theorem
< <3.5. Now assume I ) 0, and, say, 1 g I. Setting
a b c
Ui u ¨ j k wD s E x t q t x F q G x t ,     iu i j j¨ k w k
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
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 .we compute D x t y Dt to obtain1
a
i i i u i aq1E x t x q E x t y E x t y E x t .  .   i0 1 1 iu 1 i , uy1 i i a i
igI igI us0 igI
i/1 i/1 i/1
b b




U U1 wq e G tx q e G t y G x t10 1 1w 1, wy1 1
ws1




Uk k wq G x t y G x t .  k w 1 k , wy1 k
kgK ws1
k/1
y Gk xU t cq1 s 0, 35 . k c k
kgK
k/1
where it is understood that F s 0 if 1 f J and G s 0 if 1 f K. Note1¨ 1w
<  4 < < < < < <  4 < < < < <that a q 1 q I R 1 s a q I , c q 1 q K q I R 1 s c q K q I
and so the degree condition on t is satisfied. Therefore we may apply
 .induction to 35 , which enables us in a familiar way to solve for G ,k w
b
k ¨ k jG s t x r , k g K , 0 F w F c. 36 . k w j k w j¨
jgJ ¨s0
j/k
 .Note that the r s are m y 2 -additive by the induction assumptionk w j¨
 .provided that all the E s, F s, and G s are m y 1 -additive. Substitut-iU j¨ k w
 .  .ing 36 in 33 , we then have
a b c
Ui u ¨ j k j wE x t q t x F q r x t s 0. 37 .     iu i j j¨ k w j¨ k
igI us0 jgJ ¨s0 kgK ws0
 .An application of Theorem 2.8 to 37 then completes the proof.
< < < < < < < <Proof of Theorem 3.1. By induction on I q L . The case I q L s 0
< < < <follows from Theorem 3.5. Suppose that I q L ) 0, say 1 g I j L.
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U  .Replacing x by x x in 20 , we see that1 1 mq1
Ei x xU x q x xU F 1 q x F j x xU q x xUH 1 .  . i 1 mq1 i 1 mq1 1 j j 1 mq1 mq1 1 1
igI jgJ
i/1 j/1
q G1 x xU q Gk x xU xU q E1 x xU .1 mq1 1 k 1 mq1 k 1 1 mq1
kgK
k/1
q xUH l x xU s 0, 38 .  . l l 1 mq1
lgL
l/1
where it is understood that E s 0 if 1 f I, F s 0 if 1 f J, G s 0 if1 1 1
 4  41 f K, and H s 0 if 1 f L. Setting I9 s I R 1 , L9 s L R 1 ,1
 4J j m q 1 if 1 g L,
J9 s  J if 1 f L,
and
 4K j m q 1 if 1 g I ,
K 9 s  K if 1 f I ,
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <we see that I9 q K 9 s I q K , J9 q L9 s J q L and so the degree
< < < < < < < <condition on t holds again. Because 1 g I j L, I9 q L9 - I q L so
 .we may apply induction to 38 . We get in particular,
U 1 i1 k1 U Ã1x H s y p x y r x y l ,Ã Ã 1 1 i1 i k1 k 1
igI9 kgK 9
i/mq1 k/mq1
E1 x s x r1 j q xUs1 l q m1 .Ã Ã Ã 1 1 j 1 j l 1 l 1
jgJ 9 lgL9
l/mq1j/mq1
ÃBecause 1 f I9 l J9, we have l s 0 by the induction assumption. Analo-1
gously, m s 0 because 1 f K 9 l L9. Recalling the definition of I9, J9, K 9,Ã1
and L9, we obtain
xUH 1 s y pi1 x y r k1 xU , 39 .Ã Ã 1 1 i1 i k1 k
igI9 kgK
E1 x s x r1 j q xUs1 l . 40 .Ã Ã 1 1 j 1 j l 1 l
jgJ lgL9
U  .Replacing x by x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m q 1, and applying Theorem 3.6 to 39 ,i i
we see in particular that after rearranging of terms,




where m s 0 if 1 f K. On the other hand, if 1 f L, then H s 0 and so1 1
m s 0 too. Therefore m s 0 if 1 f K l L. Analogously by the left]right1 1
symmetry we have that
E1 s x p1 j q xUq1 l q l1 , 42 . 1 j 1 j l 1 l 1
jgJ lgL
l/1j/1
 .  .  .where l s 0 if 1 f I l J. Substitution of 41 and 42 in 20 results in1
Ui i1 1 1 j 1 jE y x q x q x F q l q x F q p x i 1 i1 i 1 1 1 j j 1 j 1
igI9 jgJ
j/1




 .Applying the induction assumption to 43 , we complete the proof.
The following result follows directly from Corollary 3.4 and Theorem
3.1.
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m ) 0, letml
 4 my 1I, J, K, L be subsets of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E , F , G , H : A ª Q , i g I,i j k l ml
  .  ..  < < < <j g J, k g K, l g L. Suppose that deg S A j K A ) max I q K q
< < < <41, J q L and suppose that A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x q x F j q Gk xU q xUH l g C ,   i i j j k k l l
igI jgJ kgK lgL
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Then there exist unique p , q , r , s : Amy 2 ª1 2 m i j i l k j k l
Q and l , m : Amy 1 ª C such thatml i k
Ei s x pi j q xUqil q li , i j i j l i l i
jgJ lgL
l/ij/i
F j s y pi j x y r k j x y l j, j i j i k j k j
igI kgK
j/i k/j
Gk s x r k j q xUsk l q mk , k j k j l k l k
jgJ lgL
l/kj/k
H l s y qil x y sk l xU y mk . l i l i k l k k
igI kgK
i/l l/k
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 .If all the E s, F s, G s, and H s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all the p s, q s,i J K l i j i l
 .  .r s, s s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s, m s are m y 1 -additi¨ e.k j k l i k
w xHere it is understood that l s 0 for i f I l J, and m s 0 for k f K l L.i k
Theorems 3.1 and 3.7 are the main general results of this article. From
here on the direction will be to applications of these results. In Section 4
we will just be assuming that the functional identities hold on the symmet-
ric elements or on the skew elements. In Section 5 we will be looking at
identities involving the traces of symmetric n-additive maps e.g., see
.Theorem 5.4 and to this end the remaining results presented in Section 3
will be relevant.
Given a positive integer m, we denote by S the group of permutationsm
 4of the set 1, 2, . . . , m . If 0 F n F m, we denote by M the set of alln
a1 a2 an  4monomials of the form x x ??? x where each a g 1, ) . It is under-1 2 n i
 4stood that M s 1 . Let0
M s x a1 x a2 ??? x an g M , 0 F i F m y n ,1 2 n n
 4s g S , 1 F j F m , b g 1, ) .m
We set
M i4 s x a1 x a2 ??? x an ,iq1 iq2 iqn
M 1 s M 1, x , . . . , x s x a2 x a3 ??? x an , .  .1 n 2 3 n
M s s M x , . . . , x s x a1 x a2 ??? x an , .s 1. s n. s 1. s 2. s n.
M i4s s x a1 x a2 ??? x an ,s  iq1. s  iq2. s  iqn.
M s 1 s M 1, x , . . . , x s x a2 x a3 ??? x an , .  .s 2. s n. s 2. s 3. s n.
b < s  .and we write x M if s 1 s j and b s a .j j
LEMMA 3.8. Let m g N*, n g N with n F m. Let p , q : Amy 1 ª Q ,i i ml
i s 1, 2, . . . , m, l: Am ª C and let T : An ª Q , M g M , be symmet-M ml myn
ric n-additi¨ e maps such that
m
Us i iM T x ??? x s p x q q x q l, 44 .  .  M s mynq1. s m. i i i i
sgS is1MgMm myn
 .  .for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that either char A s 0 or char A ) n.1 2 m
  .  ..Further assume that either deg K A j S A ) 2m q 1 or l s 0 and
  .  ..  .deg K A j S A ) 2m. Then either each T g C if n s 0 , or there existM
 . ny1symmetric n y 1 -additi¨ e maps U , V : A ª Q and symmetric n-M M ml
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additi¨ e maps L : An ª C such thatM
n
Ui iT x , . . . , x s U x q V x q L x , . . . , x , .  .M 1 n M i M i M 1 n
is1
for all x , . . . , x g A.1 n
Proof. By induction on k s m y n, for k s 0, with the aid Theorem
3.2, we are done. To take the inductive step we write
m
sx M 1 T x ??? x .  .  i M s mynq1. s m.
is1 sgS MgMm myn
s . <s 1 si x Mi
m
U sq x M 1 T x ??? x .  .  i M s mynq1. s m.
is1 sgS MgMm myn
U s . <s 1 si x Mi
m m
Ui iy p x y q x g C. i i i i
is1 is1
By Theorem 3.7 in particular each of the expressions,
M s 1 T x ??? x .  .  M s mynq1. s m.
sgS MgMm myn
s . <s 1 s1 x M1
and
M s 1 T x ??? x .  .  M s mynq1. s m.
sgS MgMm myn
U s . <s 1 s1 x M1
 .have the same form as 44 but with just the variables x , . . . , x . Using2 m
the induction hypothesis for k y 1, we complete the proof.
LEMMA 3.9. Let m, r, s be nonnegati¨ e integers with r q s ) 0, let F :M N
Am ª Q , M g M , N g M , be maps and let L : Amq rqsyk ª C, K g M ,ml r s K k
k s 0, 1, . . . , r q s y 1, be maps such that




sq K L x , . . . , x s 0, 45 .  .  K s kq1. s mqrqs.
ks0 KgMk
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  .  ..for all x , x , . . . , x g A. Suppose that either deg S A j K A )1 2 mqrqs
 .   .  ..  .2 m q r q s or L s 0 and deg S A j K A ) 2 m q r q s y 1. Then1
F x , . . . , x s 0, . M N s 1. s m.
sgSm
L x , . . . , x s 0, . K s 1. s mqrqsyk .
sgSn
for all M g M , N g M , K g M , k s 0, 1, . . . , r q s y 1.r s k
Proof. We consider the first case only. The proof is by induction on
r q s. For r q s s 1, say r s 1 and s s 0, the result follows from Theorem
3.2. Now set n s m q r q s and take the inductive step by writing
n
s mqr4sx M 1 F x , . . . , x N .  .   i M N s  rq1. s  rqm.
is1 sgS MgM NgMn r s
s . <s 1 si x Mi
rqsy1




U s mqr4sq x M 1 F x , . . . , x N .  .   i M N s  rq1. s  rqm.
is1 sgS MgM NgMn r s
U s . <s 1 si x Mi
rqsy1
sq K 1 L x , . . . , x .  .  K s kq1. s n.
ks1 KgMk
U s<x Ki
s y L x , . . . , x . . 1 s 1. s n.
sgSn
 .By Theorem 3.2 we have in particular that  L x , . . . , x s 0s g S 1 s 1. s n.n
and
s mqr4sM 1 F x , . . . , x N .  .   M N s  rq1. s  rqm.
sgS MgM NgMn r s
s . <s 1 s1 x M1
rqsy1




s mqr4sM 1 F x , . . . , x N .  .   M N s  rq1. s  rqm.
sgS MgM NgMn r s
U s . <s 1 s1 x M1
rqsy1
sq K 1 L x , . . . , x s 0. 47 .  .  .  K s kq1. s mqrqs.
ks1 KgMk
U s<x K1
 .  .  .Equations 46 and 47 are now of the same form as 45 but with just the
 .variables x , . . . , x , i.e., m q r y 1 q s instead of m q r q s. Therefore2 n
by induction the proof is complete.
Given a nonnegative integer n, we denote by N the set of all monomialsn
e1 e2 en  4of the form x x ??? x where each e g 1, ) . It is understood thati
 4  .N s 1 . If M g M , we set M s M x, x, . . . , x g N .0 n n
COROLLARY 3.10. Let m, r, s be nonnegati¨ e integers, let F : Am ªM N
Q , M g N , N g N , be symmetric m-additi¨ e maps and let L : Amq rqsykml r s K
 .ª C, K g N , k s 0, 1, . . . , r q s y 1, be m q r q s y k -additi¨ e mapsk
such that
rqsy1
MF x , . . . , x N q L x , . . . , x K s 0, .  .  M N K
ks0MgN KgNr k
NgNs
for all x g A. Suppose that the following conditions are fulfilled:
  .  ..  .1. Either deg S A j K A ) 2 m q r q s or L s 0 and1
  .  ..  .deg S A j K A ) 2 m q r q s y 1.
 .  .2. Either char R s 0 or char R ) m.
Then each F s 0.M N
Proof. Linearizing, we get




sK L x , . . . , x s 0. .  K s kq1. s mqrqs.
ks0 KgMk
Applying Lemma 3.9, we obtain that
m!F x , . . . , x s F x , . . . , x s 0, .  .M N 1 m M N s 1. s m.
sgSm
for all x , . . . , x g A which proves the result.1 n
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THEOREM 3.11. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m, s g N*,ml
n g N with m G n, let B : Am ª Q , M g N , be m-additi¨ e maps, letM ml s
T : An ª Q , K g N , L g N , be symmetric n-additi¨ e maps, andK L ml mynq1 sy1
mq syk  .let l : A ª C, N g N , k s 0, 1, . . . , m q s, be m q s y k -additi¨ eN k
maps such that
B x , . . . , x M q KT x , . . . , x L .  .  M K L
mgN KgN LgNs mynq1 sy1
mqs
q l x , . . . , x N s 0, 48 .  .  N
ks0 NgNk
 .  .for all x g A. Suppose either char A s 0 or char A ) n. Further, assume
that one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
  .  ..  .1. s ) 1 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q s .
  .  ..  .2. s ) 1, l s 0 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q s y 1.1
  .  ..  .3. s s 1 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q 1 q 1.
  .  ..  .4. s s 1, l s 0 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q 1 .1
 . ny1Then there exist symmetric n y 1 -additi¨ e maps U , V : A ª CK L K L
and there exist symmetric n-additi¨ e maps L : An ª C such thatK L
T x , . . . , x s U x , . . . , x x q V x , . . . , x x* q L x , . . . , x , .  .  .  .K L K L K L K L
for all K g N , L g N .my nq1 sy1
 .  .Proof. First assume that 1 or 2 is fulfilled. Clearly there exist
 . mq 1m q 1 -additive maps D : A ª Q , L g N , such thatL ml sy1
D x , . . . , x .L
s B x , . . . , x x q B x , . . . , x x* .  .x L x*L
mqs
q KT x , . . . , x q l x , . . . , x N , .  .  K L NL
kssy1KgN NgNmynq1 kysq1
 .for all x g A. It now follows from 48 that
sy2
D x , . . . , x L q l x , . . . , x N s 0, .  .  L N
ks0LgN NgNsy1 k
for all x g A. By Corollary 3.10,
D x , . . . , x s 0, . L s 1. s mq1.
sgSmq1
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for all x , x , . . . , x g A. If s s 1, then such equation can be obtained1 2 mq1
 .  .  .by linearization of 48 . Because 2 m q 2 ) 2 m q 1 q 1, we have re-
 .  .  .duced the cases 1 and 2 to the case 3 .
 .  .  .Now assume that 3 or 4 is satisfied. Linearizing 48 , we get
mq1
Ui iB x , . . . , x x q B x , . . . , x x .  . 4  x s 1. s mq1. i x* s 1. s mq1. i
sgS is1mq1
sq K T x , . . . , x . K s mynq2. s mq1.
KgMmynq1
mq1




Us i iK T x , . . . , x s p x q q x q l, . K s mynq2. s mq1. i i i i
is1KgMmynq1
m  .for suitable m-additive maps p , q : A ª Q and m q 1 -additive mapi i m l
l: Amq 1 ª C. The result now follows from Lemma 3.8.
4. FUNCTIONAL IDENTITIES ON SYMMETRIC AND
SKEW ELEMENTS
We continue to assume that A is a prime ring with involution ), and
 .  .with symmetric elements S A and skew elements K A . Our main
purpose in this section is to show that under appropriate conditions the
main results of Section 2 remain valid when the identities involved are only
 .  .assumed to hold on S A or to hold on K A . Of course this is entirely to
be expected: just replace each variable by x q e x*, e s 1 or y1, and apply
the results of Section 3. Because of the straightforwardness of the argu-
ments we shall content ourselves with providing details of the proofs in
a couple of instances but otherwise leaving the details for the reader to
fill in.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
 .centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let R s K A orml
 .  4R s S A . Further let m ) 0, let I and J be subsets of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E , F :i j
my 1   .  ..  < <R ª Q , i g I, j g J. Suppose that deg S A j K A ) max 2 I yml
< <41, 2 J and A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x q x F j s 0, i i j j
igI jgJ
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for all x , x , . . . , x g R. Then there exist unique p : Rmy 2 ª Q and l :1 2 m i j ml i
Rmy 1 ª C such that
Ei s x pi j q li and F j s y pi j x y l j, i j i j i j i j i j
jgJ igI
i/jj/i
 .for all i g I, j g J. If all the E s and F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all thei j
 .  . wp s are m y 2 -additi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e. Here it isi j i
xunderstood that l s 0 for i f I l J.i
 .  .Proof. Set e s y1 if R s K A , and set e s 1 if R s S A and note
that x q e x* g R for all x g A. Further, setting
Ãi i U UE x , x , . . . , x s E x q e x , . . . , x q e x , i g I , .  .i 1 2 m i 1 1 m m
Ãi i U UG x , x , . . . , x s eE x q e x , . . . , x q e x , i g I , .  .i 1 2 m i 1 1 m m
Ãj j U UF x , x , . . . , x s F x q e x , . . . , x q e x , j g J , .  .j 1 2 m j 1 1 m m
Ã j j U UH x , x , . . . , x s eF x q e x , . . . , x q e x , j g J , .  .j 1 2 m j 1 1 m m
we see that A satisfies
Ãi Ãj Ãi U U Ã jE x q x F q G x q x H s 0,   i i j j i i j j
igI jgJ igI jgJ
for all x , x , . . . , x g A. By Theorem 3.1,1 2 m
Ãi i j U i j ÃiE s x p q x q q l , 49 .Ã Ã i j i j j i j i
jgJ jgJ
j/i j/i
Ãj i j i j U Ã jF s y p x y r x y l , 50 .Ã Ã j i j i i j i j
igI igI
i/j i/j
Ãi i j U i j iG s x r q x s q m , 51 .Ã Ã Ã i j i j j i j i
jgJ jgJ
j/i j/i
Ã j i j i j U iH s y q x y s x y m . 52 .Ã Ã Ã j i j i i j i i
igI igI
i/j i/j
 .  .Applying Theorem 3.2 to 49 and 51 , we obtain
Ãp s e r , q s e s , l s em , i g I , j g J .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi j i j i j i j i i
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 .  .Analogously 50 and 52 imply
p s e q , r s e s , i g I , j g J .Ã Ã Ã Ãi j i j i j i j
It now follows that
Ei x q e xU , . . . , x q e xU .i 1 1 m m
U i j Ãiw xs x q e x p x , . . . , x q l x , . . . , x , 53 .  .  .Ã j j i j 1 m i 1 m
jgJ
j/i
F j x q e xU , . . . , x q e xU .j 1 1 m m
i j U Ã jw xs y p x , . . . , x x q e x y l x , . . . , x . 54 .  .  .Ã i j 1 m i i j 1 m
igI
i/j
U U  .Let 1 F t F m. Pick x , y g A such that x q e x s y q e y . Then 53t t t t t t
yields that
U i j Ãi U i j Ãiw x w xx q e x p x q l x s x q e x p y q l y . .  .  .  .Ã Ã j j i j t i t j j i j t i t
jgJ jgJ
j/i , t j/i , t
By Theorem 3.2,
i j i j Ãi Ãip x s p y , l x s l y , .  .  .  .Ã Ãi j t i j t i t i t
for all j / i, t. It now follows that there exist well-defined maps p :i j
Rmy 2 ª Q and l : Rmy 1 ª C such thatml i
pi j x , . . . , x s pi j x q e xU , . . . , x q e xU , .  .Ãi j 1 m i j 1 1 m m
Ãi i U Ul x , . . . , x s l x q e x , . . . , x q e x , .  .i 1 m i 1 1 m m
and so
Ei s x pi j q li ,i j i j i
jgJ
j/i
F j s y pi j x y l j.j i j i j
igI
i/j
The proof is complete.
Analogously one can prove the following:
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
 .centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let R s K A orml
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 .  4R s S A . Further let m ) 0, let I and J be subsets of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E , F :i j
my 1   .  ..  < <R ª Q , i g I, j g J. Suppose that deg S A j K A ) max 2 I qml
< <41, 2 J and A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x q x F j g C , i i j j
igI jgJ
for all x , x , . . . , x g R. Then there exist unique p : Rmy 2 ª Q and l :1 2 m i j ml i
Rmy 1 ª C such that
Ei s x pi j q li , i g I ,i j i j i
jgJ
j/i
F j s y pi j x y l j, j g J .j i j i j
igI
j/i
 .  .If all the E s and F s are m y 1 -additi¨ e, then all the p s are m y 2 -i j i j
 . wadditi¨ e and all the l s are m y 1 -additi¨ e. Here it is understood thati
xl s 0 for i f I l J.i
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. Let R s K A or R s S A . Further let m ) 0, let I be a
 4 my 1   .subset of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E : R ª Q , i g I. Suppose that deg S A ji ml
 .. < <K A ) 2 I and suppose that A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x g C for all x , x , . . . , x g R . 55 . i i 1 2 m
igI
Then each E s 0.i
U  .Proof. Replace each x by y q e y , y g A, in 55 and apply Theo-i i i i
rem 3.2.
Analogously one can prove the following result.
 .  .LEMMA 4.4. Let R s K A or R s S A . Further let m ) 0, let I be a
 4 my 1   .subset of 1, 2, . . . , m , let E : R ª Q , i g I. Suppose that deg S A ji ml
 .. < <K A ) 2 I y 1 and suppose that A satisfies the functional identity,
Ei x s 0 for all x , x , . . . , x g R . i i 1 2 m
igI
Then each E s 0.i
 .  .COROLLARY 4.5. Let R s K A or R s S A , let r, n, s g N with r q
s ) 0, let T : Rn ª Q be an n-additi¨ e mapping, and let l : Rnq rqsyi ªml i
 .C be an n q r q s y i -additi¨ e map, i s 0, 1, . . . , r q s y 1. Suppose that
rqsy1
r s ix T x , x , . . . , x x q l x , . . . , x x s 0 for all x g R , 56 .  .  . i
is0
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and one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
  .  ..  .1. deg S A j K A ) 2 n q r q s .
  .  ..  .2. l s 0 and deg S A j K A ) 2 n q r q s y 1.0
Then
T x , . . . , x s 0, . s 1. s n.
sgSn
l x , . . . , x s 0, . i s 1. s nqrqsyi.
sgSnqrqsy i
for all x , x , . . . , x g R, i s 0, 1, . . . , r q s y 1.1 2 nqrqs
Proof. Set m s n q r q s. We may assume without loss of generality
 .that s G 1. Linearizing 56 , we obtain
m
x ??? x T x , . . . , x x ??? x .  s 1. s  r . s  rq1. s  rqn. s  rqnq1. s my1.
js1 sgSm
 .s m sj
rqsy1
q l x , . . . , x x ??? x x . i s  i. s myi. s myiq1. s my1. j
is1
s y l x , . . . , x . 57 .  . 0 s 1. s m.
sgSm
 .To show that 57 implies the result we proceed by induction on r q s. If
 .r q s s 1 i.e., r s 0 and s s 1 , then the result follows from Lemmas 4.3
and 4.4. Now assume that r q s ) 1. By Lemma 4.3 we have in particular
that
x ??? x T x , . . . , x x ??? x . s 1. s  r . s  rq1. s  rqn. s  rqnq1. s my1.
sgSm
rqsy1
q l x , . . . , x x ??? x s 0. . i s  i. s myi. s myiq1. s my1.
is1
Applying the induction assumption, we complete the proof.
 .  .LEMMA 4.6. Let m g N*, n g N with n F m, R s S A or R s K A ,
let l: Rm ª C, let p : Rmy 1 ª Q , i s 1, 2, . . . , m, and let T : Rn ª Qi ml ml
be a symmetric n-additi¨ e map such that
m
ix ??? x T x ??? x s p x q l, . s 1. s myn. s mynq1. s m. i i
sgS is1m
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 .  .for all x , x , . . . , x g R. Suppose that either char A s 0 or char A ) n.1 2 m
  .  ..Further, assume that either deg S A j K A ) 2m q 1 or l s 0 and
  .  ..  .deg S A j K A ) 2m. Then either T g C if n s 0 , or there exist
 . ny1symmetric n y 1 -additi¨ e map q: R ª Q and there exist symmetricml
n-additi¨ e map m: Rn ª C such that
n
iT x , . . . , x s q x , . . . , x x q m x , . . . , x , .  .  .1 n 1 n i 1 n
is1
for all x , . . . , x g R.1 n
Proof. By induction on k s m y n. For k s 0 we may already assume
 .by dividing through by m! that
m
iT x , . . . , x s p x q l. . 1 m i i
is1
One easily checks, with the aid of Lemma 4.3, that each p is symmetrici
 .and m y 1 -additive and hence l is symmetric and m-additive. Setting
 .  .x s x s ??? s x s x, we see that T x, . . . , x s q x, . . . , x x q1 2 m
 .  . my 1l x, . . . , x for some symmetric n y 1 -additive map q: A ª Q .ml
Linearizing, we then have the conclusion for the case k s 0. The inductive
step follows analogously as the inductive step in the proof of Lemma 3.8,
which then completes the proof.
Using Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 in places of Corollary 3.10 and
Lemma 3.8 respectively, one can easily modify the proof of Theorem 3.11
and one can obtain the following
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
 .centroid C, with maximal left ring of quotients Q and let R s K A orml
 . mR s S A . Let m, s g N*, n g N with m G n, let B: R ª Q be m-ml
additi¨ e map, let T : Rn ª Q a symmetric n-additi¨ e map, and let l :ml i
mq syi  .R ª C be an m q s y i -additi¨ e map, i s 0, 1, . . . , m q s, such that
mqs
s mynq1 sy1 iB x , . . . , x x q x T x , . . . , x x q l x , . . . , x x s 0, .  .  . i
is0
 .  .for all x g R. Suppose either char A s 0 or char A ) n. Further, assume
that one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
  .  ..  .1. s ) 1 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q s .
  .  ..  .2. s ) 1, l s 0 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q s y 1.1
  .  ..  .3. s s 1 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q 1 q 1.
  .  ..  .4. s s 1, l s 0 and deg K A j S A ) 2 m q 1 .1
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 . ny1Then there exist a symmetric n y 1 -additi¨ e map U: R ª C and there
exist a symmetric n-additi¨ e map L: Rn ª C such that
T x , . . . , x s U x , . . . , x x q L x , . . . , x , .  .  .
for all x g R.
5. APPLICATIONS
To us one of the most striking applications of the theory of functional
identities in prime rings with involution is the characterization of symmet-
ric n-additive maps on the skew elements whose traces are commuting. A
 .generalization of this Corollary 5.6 will therefore be one of our main
goals in this section. First, however, we will need to develop results of a
more general nature.
For the sake of simplicity we consider functional identities involving one
variable only, but the same methods are applicable to the multivariable
case too.
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m g N* andml
P g Q , K g N , L g N , i s 0, 1, . . . , m. Suppose thatK L ml i myi
m
KP L s 0, 58 .  K L
is0 KgNi
LgNmy i
  .  ..for all x g A and deg K A j S A ) 2m. Then each P g C andK L
P s 0 for all M g N . K L m
KLsM
 4Proof. Suppose that P ­ C. Pick a maximal possible s such thatK L
0 F s F m and P f C for some K g N and L g N . Given M gK L 0 s 0 mys0 0
N , we setmy sq1
sy1 m
<B s KP N q P N KL s NM . 4   M K , NM K L
is0 issq1KgN KgNi i
NgN LgNsy1y i my i
Then
B x , . . . , x M q KP L s 0, . M K L
MgN KgNmysq1 s
LgNmys
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for all x g A. According to Theorem 3.11, P g C for all K g N andK L s
L g N , a contradiction. Thus each P g C. The last statement of themy s K L
theorem now follows from Corollary 3.10.
However, as a special case of Theorem 5.1 we have
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m g N*,ml
 .  .a g Q , i s 0, 1, . . . , m and R s K A or R s S A . Suppose thati ml
m
i myix a x s 0, i
is0
  .  .. mfor all x g R and deg K A j S A ) 2m. Then each a g C and  ai is0 i
s 0.
Proof. Replacing x by x q e x*, x g A, and applying Theorem 5.1, we
 m . mobtain that each a g C and so  a x s 0 for all x g R. Accordingi is0 i
to Corollary 4.5, m a s 0.is0 i
LEMMA 5.3. Let m, n g N, let L : Any i ª C, i s 0, 1, . . . , n, K g N ,K mqi
 .be symmetric n y i -additi¨ e maps such that
n
L K s 0, 59 .  K
is0 KgNmq i
  .  ..  .for all x g A. Suppose that deg K A j S A ) 2 m q n y 1 if m ) 0
  .  ..  .and deg K A j S A ) 2n if m s 0. Further, assume that either char A
 .s 0 or char A ) n. Then each L s 0.K
Proof. Suppose that L / 0 for some K. Pick minimal possible s suchK
 .that L / 0 for some K g N . We rewrite 59 as follows,K 0 mqs0
n
L L K s 0.   L K
issKgN LgNmqs iys
By Corollary 3.10 we have
n
L L s 0,  L K
iss LgNiys
for all K g N and so,mq s
n
L L s yL .  L K K
issq1 LgNiys
Linearizing and applying Corollary 3.4, we get that L s 0 for all K gK
N . In particular L s 0, a contradiction. Thus each L s 0.mq s K K0
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THEOREM 5.4. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m g N*, n g Nml
and let T : An ª Q be a symmetric n-additi¨ e mapping such thatml
m
l MT x , . . . , x N s 0, 60 .  .  M N
is0 MgNi
NgNmy i
for all x g A, where l s belong to C and not all of them are equal to 0.M N
  .  ..  .  .Suppose that deg S A j K A ) 2 m q n and either char A s 0 or
 . kchar A ) n. Then there exist symmetric k-additi¨ e maps D : A ª C,K
K g N , k s 0, 1, . . . , n, such thatnyk
n
T x , . . . , x s D x , . . . , x K for all x g A , .  .  K
ks0 KgNnyk
m
l D x , . . . , x MKN s L s 0, . 4    M N K
is0 MgN NgN KgNi my i nyk
for all L g N , k s 0, 1, . . . , n.mq nyk
Proof. The case n s 0 follows from Theorem 5.1. Let n ) 0. Pick
maximal possible s such that l / 0 for some K g N and L g N .K L s mys
Given M g N , we setmy sq1
sy1




B x , . . . , x M q l KT x , . . . , x L s 0, .  . M K L
MgN KgNmysq1 s
LgNmys
 .for all x g A. By Theorem 3.11 there exist symmetric n y 1 -additive
maps U , U : Any1 ª Q and there exists symmetric n-additive map D :x x* ml 1
An ª C such that
T x , . . . , x s U x , . . . , x x q U x , . . . , x x* q D x , . . . , x , .  .  .  .x x* 1
a  4for all x g A. Given V s x M where M g N and a g 1, ) , we nowmy sq1
set
sy2
w x aG s l K U x q U x* N q l KU .  V K , N V x x* K M x
is0 KgN KgNi sy1
NgNsy1y i
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Clearly,




q D l MN s 0, 1 M N
is0 MgNi
NgNmy i
and we can again apply Theorem 3.11. If n s 1, then U , U g C and wex x*
 .are done. Otherwise there exist symmetric n y 2 -additive maps
ny2  .U , U , U , U : A ª Q and there exist symmetric n y 1 -x x x x* x*x x*x* ml
addtive maps D , D : Any1 ª C such thatx x*
U s U x q U x* q D ,x x x x x* x
U s U x q U x* q D ,x* x*x x*x* x*
and so
T s U x 2 q U xx* q U x*x q U x*2 q D x q D x* q D .x x x x* x*x x*x* x x* 1
Continuing in this fashion, we complete the proof of the first statement of
the theorem. The last one follows from Lemma 5.3.
THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
 .centroid C, with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let R s K A orml
 . nR s S A . Let m g N*, n g N and let T : R ª Q be a nonzero symmet-ml
ric n-additi¨ e map such that
m
i myil x T x , . . . , x x s 0, 61 .  . i
is0
for all x g R, where l s belong to C and not all of them are equal to 0.i
  .  ..  .  .Suppose that deg S A j K A ) 2 m q n and either char A s 0 or
 . kchar A ) n. Then there exist symmetric k-additi¨ e maps m : R ª C,k
k s 0, 1, . . . , n, such that
n
nykT x , . . . , x s m x , . . . , x x for all x g R , 62 .  .  . k
ks0
and m l s 0.is0 i
 .  U .Proof. Set S x , . . . , x s T x q e x , . . . , x q e x and note that S:1 n 1 1 n n
n  .A ª Q is a symmetric n-additive map. Then 61 readsml
m
i myiU Ul x q e x S x , x , . . . , x x q e x s 0, .  .  . i 1 1
is0
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for all x g A. By Theorem 5.4 there exist symmetric k-additive maps D :K
Ak ª C, K g N , k s 0, 1, . . . , n, such thatnyk
n
S x , x , . . . , x s D x , x , . . . , x K , 63 .  .  .  K
ks0 KgNnyk
nyk  .for all x g A. For x g R each K s "x and so 63 becomes
n
nykT x , x , . . . , x s m x , x , . . . , x x , x g R , .  . k
is0
for appropriate symmetric k-additive maps m : Rk ª C. It follows thatk
w  . x  .T x, x, . . . , x , x s 0 for all x g R and so 61 reads
m
ml T x , x , . . . , x x s 0, x g R . . i /
is0
 m .  .Corollary 4.5 implies that  l T x, x, . . . , x s 0 for all x g R. Be-is0 i
cause T / 0, we conclude that m l s 0.is0 i
w x w x w x ww x xGiven x, y g A, recall that x, y s x, y , x, y s x, y , y for all1 kq1 k
k s 1, 2, . . . .
w xIn a recent article 4 the present authors together with A. V. Mikhalev
settled a long-standing conjecture of Herstein concerning Lie isomor-
wphisms, and it may be recalled that a critical part of the argument 4,
xTheorem 4 involved showing that if the trace of a symmetric tri-additive
 .3  .  w  . x .map T : K A ª K A was commuting i.e., T x, x, x , x s 0 then T is
 .  .of the form 62 . The assumption that A was GPI and the fact that K A
is closed under cubes was heavily used. Now we are able to state a far
more general result under weaker hypotheses, namely, the following corol-
lary of Theorem 5.5.
COROLLARY 5.6. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let n, m g N*, letml
 .  . nR s S A or R s K A and let T : R ª Q be a symmetric n-additi¨ eml
map such that
T x , . . . , x , x s 0 for all x g R . . m
  .  ..  .  .Suppose that deg K A , S A ) 2 m q n and either char A s 0 or
 . kchar R ) n. Then there exist symmetric k-additi¨ e maps m : R ª C,k
k s 0, 1, . . . , n, such that
n
ny iT x , . . . , x s m x , . . . , x x for all x g R . .  . k
ks0
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We remark that Corollary 5.6 also includes the case of centralizing
 . w xadditive maps of K A which were considered in 13, Theorem 6.4 and
 .  .the case of centralizing bi additive maps of S A which were considered
w xin 19 .
THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m g N* and let H :ml K L
A ª Q , K g N , L g N , i s 0, 1, . . . , m, be additi¨ e maps such thatml i myi
m
KH x L s 0, 64 .  .  K L
is0 KgNi
LgNmy i
  .  ..  .for all x g A. Suppose that deg K A , S A ) 2 m q 1 . Then there exist
elements D , D# g Q and there exist additi¨ e maps L : A ª C1, K L , K L ml K L
such that
H s xD q x*D# q L , L g N ,1 L 1, 1 L , 1 L 1 L m
H a s xD a q x*D# a y D x y D x* q L a ,K x , L 1, K x , L , K x , L a , K , x L a , K , x*L K x , L
 4K g N , a g 1, ) , L g N ,iy1 myi
H a s yD x y D x* q L a , K g N ,K x , 1 a , K , x a , K , x* K x , 1 my1
and
L x s 0 for all M g N . . K , L m
KLsM
Proof. Let s be a maximal possible integer such that 0 F s F m and
H / 0 for some K g N , L g N . We proceed by induction on s. IfK L s mys
s s 0, then
H x L s 0 for all x g A , . 1 L
LgNm
and so each H s 0 by Corollary 3.10 and we are done. Suppose that1 L
s ) 0. Then
s




Given N g N we setmy sq1
sy1




B x , . . . , x N q KH L s 0. . N K L
NgN KgNmysq1 s
LgNmys
Therefore by Theorem 3.11 there exist elements U , V g Q andK L K L ml
there exist maps L : A ª C such thatK L
H x s U x q V x* q L x , K g N , L g N . .  .K L K L K L K L s mys
 4Given L g N , K g N , and a g 1, ) , we setmy s sy1
D s yU a and D s yV a .a , K , x L K x , L a , K , x*L K x , L
Then
H a x s yD x y D x* q L a x , .  .K x , L a , K , x L a , K , x*L K x , L
 4for all K g N , a g 1, ) , and L g N . Given 0 F i F s y 1, K g N ,sy1 mys i
 4L g N , and b g 1, ) , we now letmy iy1
H b if i - s y 1,K , x L
bG sK , x L  b b b bH y xD y x*D# q L if i s s y 1.K , x L 1, K , x L , K , x L K x , L
We have
sy1
KG x L s 0. .  K L
is0 KgNi
LgNmy i
Applying the induction assumption to G s we complete the proof of theK L
first statement of the theorem. The second one follows directly from
Lemma 5.3.
THEOREM 5.8. Let A be a prime ring with in¨olution ), with extended
centroid C, and with maximal left ring of quotients Q . Let m g N*,ml
 .  .R s K A or R s S A and let f : R ª Q , i s 0, 1, . . . , m, be additi¨ ei ml
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maps such that
m
i myix f x x s 0 for all x g R . . i
is0
  .  ..  .Suppose that deg K A , S A ) 2 m q 1 . Then there exist elements a gi
Q and there exist additi¨ e maps l : A ª C such thatml i
f x s xa q l x , .  .0 0 0
f x s ya x q xa q l x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, .  .iy1 i i
f x s ya x q l x , .  .m my1 m
and
m
l x s 0 for all x g R . . i
is0
 .  . m Proof. Set g x s f x q e x* , x g A, i s 0, 1, . . . , m. Then  x qi i is0
.  . .my ie x* g x x q e x* s 0 for all x g A. It follows from Theorem 5.7i
that there exist b , d g Q and m : R ª C, i s 0, 1, . . . , m, such thati i ml i
g x s xb q x*d q m x , .  .0 0 0 0
g x s xb q x*d y b x y d x* q m x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, .  .i i i iy1 iy1 i
g x s yb x y d x* q m x . .  .m my1 my1 m
If x g R, then x* s "x and so,
f x s xa q l x , .  .0 0 0
f x s ya x q xa q l x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, .  .iy1 i i
f x s ya x q l x , .  .m my1 m
for the appropriate a s and l s. Becausei i
m m
i myi m0 s x f x x s l x x , .  . i i /
is0 is0
m  .for all x g R, Corollary 4.5 yields that  l x s 0 for all x g R.is0 i
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